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3 THE TYPES OF 
ARGUMENT TO BE FOUND 
IN RESEARCH REPORTS 
There seem to me to be seven sorts of argument typically found in research 
reports, whether as conclusions or as claims about the particular case(s) studied. 
These can be listed under four broad headings. 

1 Definitions. 

2 Factual claims: 

(a) descriptions 

(b) explanations 

(C) predictions. 

3 Value claims. 

(a) evaluations 

(b) prescriptions 

4 Theories. 

We need to be aware of the distinctive features of these types of argument, since 
they have implications for how we assess the claims made by social researchers, 
and especially for how we apply the standard of validity. 

3.1 DEFINITIONS 

Definitions tell us how a particular term is being used in an account. For instance, 
in the course of a discussion about how secondary school teachers are often moti- 
vated by a concern with their own survival in the classroom, Peter Woods pro- 
vides the following definition of 'survival'. 'It is, in short, a survival problem. What 
is at risk is not only [the teacher's] physical, mental and nervous safety and well- 
being, but also his continuance in professional Me, his future prospects, his pro- 
fessional identity, his way of life, his status, his self-esteem' (Woods, 1979, p 145). 

It is very unlikely that the major claims of a study would be definitional, but defi- 
nitions may well form a part of the substructure of the argument. It is not always 
easy to tell when a claim is a definition. However, whether a claim is a definition 
or not makes quite a difference to how we approach it. Definitions do not require 
empirical evidence to support them, whereas all the other sorts of claim do. So, 
we would not expect to find evidence offered in support of definitions, but this 
does not mean they cannot be assessed. 

One obvious assessment we can make of a definition is whether it has sufficient 
clarity for the purposes being pursued Indeed, where there is a standard usage of 
a term that is clear enough for the purposes at hand, no definition is required 
However, many social scientific concepts are ambiguous or uncertain in meaning, 
and yet are sometimes used without adequate definition or without definition at 
all. A notorious example is 'social class', which can have very different meanings, 
based on discrepant theoretical assumptions (e g those of Karl Marx and Max 
Weber), and its usage often relies on vague and apparently incoherent assump- 
tions. 

Many other concepts raise similar problems. Take, for example, 'subculture'. This 
term seems to have been introduced into US sociology in the late 1940s to refer 
to. 'a sub-division of national culture, composed of a combination of factorable 
social situations such as class status, ethnic background, regional and rural or 
urban residence, religious affiliation, but forming in their combination a function- 
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ing unity which has an integrated impact on the participating individual ' (Gordon, 
1947, p.40.) 

In the 1960s and 1970s 'subculture' became widely used: notably in claiming that 
different social classes had distinctive Me-styles, beliefs and values, and in the 
explanation of crime and delinquency Both these applications involved a shift 
from Gordon's definition. The first made one factor (social class) central, rather 
than interpreting the subculture as a product of the integrated effects of multiple 
factors. Usage of the term in the study of delinquency and crime diverged from its 
original definition in identifying delinquent subcultures primarily in terms of the 
commitment of one or another kind of deviant or criminal act. Another variation 
in interpretation is that whereas Gordon identified subcultures in terms of an 
observer's judgement about 'functioning unity', in much subsequent usage of the 
term a key element is participants' recognition of belonging to a distinctive group. 
Indeed, 'subculture' is sometimes used effectively as a technical synonym for 
'group' (see, for instance, Fuller, 1980). Such a usage raises problems like: do dif- 
ferent groups with similar life-styles belong to the same subculture or are they 
merely similar subcultures? And if the former, how similar must they be to belong 
to the same subculture? Equally, we might ask how much change in beliefs, atti- 
tudes and behaviour is allowed before we must conclude that one subculture has 
died and another been born (or that a group has changed from one subculture to 
another)? Also, can a single person be a member of more than one subculture at 
the same time, or is membership of any subculture all-encompassing? 

As if all this were not enough, it is worth pointing out that Gordon's original defi- 
nition is by no means unproblematic He describes subcultures as subdivisions of 
national cultures, but the term 'culture' is itself ambiguous, sometimes being 
almost identical in meanmg to 'society' (which seems to be the way Gordon uses 
the term), sometimes referring to beliefs and values rather than to actions and 
structures (cultures therefore being part of, or related to, rather than isomorphic 
with societies). This ambiguity is inherited by 'subculture'. While the term 'subcul- 
ture' is widely used, these conceptual issues are rarely addressed, and sometimes 
vagueness and uncertainty cause problems. Nor are 'social class' and 'subculture' 
unusual in this respect What has been said about them is true of other concepts 
that are routinely used in social research. 

Faced with uncertainty about the meaning of key concepts (whether or not defi- 
nitions are provided) we must give attention to two aspects of that meaning. 
intension (the concept's relationship to other concepts) and extension (its relation- 
ship to instances). To clarify intension we must identify other elements of the net- 
work to which the concept belongs. Concepts get some of their meaning by 
forming part of a set of distinctions that is hierarchically organized I can illustrate 
this by looking again at Woods' contrast between teaching and survival strategies 
on the part of secondary school teachers (Woods, 1979, Chap. 7) We can note 
that despite their differences, these are sub-types of a higher level category 
teacher strategies. This opens up the question of what other types of classroom 
action teachers engage in besides strategies Similarly, at the other end of this con- 
ceptual network, Woods himself identfies a variety of different sorts of survival 
strategy Putting these two points together, we can see how the distinction 
between teaching and survival strategies forms part of a larger conceptual struc- 
ture which can be represented diagrammatically (Figure 1) By mapping out con- 
ceptual networks of this kind we may be able to see weaknesses in the 
formulation of key terms In the case of Woods' study, it seems to me that the 
distinction between strategies and other forms of classroom action on the part of 
teachers stands out as requiring clarification 

The second aspect of meaning, extension, concerns what instances would and 
would not count as instances of each category. Sometimes the problem of identify- 
ing instances may be quite difficult. Staying with the example from Woods, he 
argues that survival strategies: 
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Teachers' classroom actions 

Teachers' strategies Teachers' other actlons 

Teachmg strategies Survwal strategies 

Social~zat~on 
Dommat~on 
Negotrat~on 
Fratern~zation 
Absence or removal 
Rtual and routme 
Occupational therapy 
Morale boostmg 

Figure 1 

. expand into teaching and around it, like some parasitic plant, and 
eventually in some cases the host might be completely killed off. How- 
ever, like parasites, if they kill off the host, they are a failure and they 
must die too, for they stand starkly revealed for what they are. The best 
[survival] strategies are those that allow a modicum of education to 
seep through. Alternatively, they will appear as teaching, their survival 
value having a higher premium than their educational value 

(Woods, 1979, pp.146-7) 

While the definition of survival is reasonably clear in its intension, its extension is 
problematic given that the concern with survival may masquerade as teaching, 
and that survival strategies may have educational value, how are we to distinguish 
instances of the two? This is not a problem that Woods addresses, but in my 
judgement it is of considerable importance if we are to assess the validity of his 
claims (Hammersley, 1987). 

Another basis on which we may criticize definitions is that they fail to make dis- 
tinctions that we believe are important, given the goal of the research continuing 
the focus on education for the moment, an example arises in Jean Anyon's report 
of a study of teacher-pupil relations in five elementary schools in the United 
States that cater for pupils from catchment areas differing sharply in social class 
composition In discussing her findings she provides the following: 

A dominant theme that emerged in these two schools was student 
resistance. Although some amount of resistance appeared in every 
school in this study, in the working-class schools it was a dominant 
characteristic of student-teacher interaction. In the fifth grades there 
was both active and passive resistance to teachers' attempts to impose 
the curriculum Active sabotage sometimes took place: someone put a 
bug in one student's desk; boys fell out of their chairs; they misplaced 
books; or forgot them; they engaged in minor theft from each other; 
sometimes they rudely interrupted the teacher. When I asked the chil- 
dren during interviews why they did these things they said, 'To get the 
teacher mad'; 'Because he don't teach us nothin', 'They give us too 
many punishments'. When I asked them what the teachers should do, 
they said, 'Teach us some more'; 'Take us alone and help us'; 'Help us 
learn'. 

The children also engaged in a good deal of resistance that was more 
passive. They often resisted by withholding their enthusiasm or atten- 
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tion on occasions when the teacher attempted to do something special 
Passive resistance can also be seen on some occasions when the 

children do not respond to the teacher's questions For example, they 
sit just staring at the board or the teacher while the teacher tries to get 
them to say the answer, any answer. On one such occasion, the teacher 
shouted sarcastically across the room to me, 'Just look at the motivation 
on their faces'. On occasions when teachers finally explode with 
impatience because nobody 'knows' the answer, one can see fleeting 
smiles flicker across some of the students' faces: they are pleased to 
see the teacher get angry, upset 

ACTIVITY 4 hi 
Jean Anyon does not prov~de a defin~t~on of res~stance In th~s extract but what do you 
take her to mean by the term? Can you see any problems w~th her use of thts concept? 

Anyon seems to take 'resistance' to mean rejection of the authority of the teacher 
and a refusal to comply with her requirements. And the implication is that this 
arises from the children's conviction that they are not being properly educated. It 
has been argued, with cogency I think, that the concept of resistance used by 
Anyon is insufficiently discriminating. As Hargreaves comments. 'the mistake 
Anyon makes is to assume that acts of overt social protest are of the same nature 
as more minor transgressions, pranks and absences of enthusiasm. . Almost all 
pupil actions that fall short of absolute and willing compliance to teachers' 
demands are counted as resistance by her' (Hargreaves, 1984, pp.31-2) He con- 
trasts this usage with the more restricted one found among other writers on 
pupils' orientation to school. They often distinguish a wide range of pupil adap- 
tations, and recognize that not all of pupils' actions in the classroom are oriented 
primarily towards the teacher (Furlong, 1976; Woods, 1979, Hammersley and Turn- 
er, 1980, Turner, 1983) 

Definitions may be an important part of research reports, then; and even where 
they are absent they may need to be reconstructed by the reader (as far as this is 
possible). While they cannot be judged in empirical terms, we can assess their 
clarity and whether they make what seem to be necessary distinctions given the 
purposes of the research. 

3.2 FACTUAL CLAIMS 

By factual claims I mean those that document features of the case(s) studied, and/ 
or their causes or consequences. These claims may take several forms descrip- 
tions, explanations, or predictions. 

Descriptions 
Descriptions are one of the most important sorts of argument to be found in 
research texts, since all of the other types of argument (apart from definitions) 
depend on them. We cannot explain, predict, evaluate, prescribe or theorize about 
something without describing it, or at least without assuming some description of 
it For this reason I will discuss descriptions in rather more detail than the other 
sorts of claim 

What I mean by a description is a verbal or numerical representation of some 
feature(s) of a scene or set of scenes For instance, in the course of a study of 
patterns of juvenile justice in two English courts Howard Parker and his fellow 
researchers present many descriptions (Parker et al., 1981) Indeed, one of their 
main claims is descriptive: that justice in one of the courts (Countyside) is much 
more punitive than in the other court and than elsewhere; in other words that the 
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same sorts of case receive more severe punishments at Countyside than they 
would in other juvenile courts in England and Wales. The authors also provide 
descript~ons as evidence Thus, in seekmg to illustrate the effects of the social 
class background of magistrates on Countyside justlce, they describe court officials 
as displaying 'conservative att~tudes towards leisure and the use of social space', 
and support this in turn with further description 

... m interrogating a boy as to what he does when not in school, a 
senior magistrate was told 

We play footle, go places, go to the cinema if I've got money. 

The reply from the bench was crisp. 

Ah! You muck around all day and con your mother. 

Adolescents are often reprimanded by magistrates for bemg on the 
street at all. Window-shopping is implic~tly forbidden Anyone window- 
shopping must be up to no good. One magistrate went as far as to 
suggest a kind of unoffic~al curfew for adolescents hanging around the 
village part of Countyside, with its proximity to the land of owner- 
occupied semi-detacheds. 

It is a very serious thing to go wandering around the streets in 
Countys~de village. 

(Parker et al., 1981, p.90) 

As I noted earl~er, descriptions are always selective. As an illustration, take the 
following brief description from Parker et al  '[A clerk commented] in open court 
to a woman "I think one of your other sons 1s going to the attendance centre for a 
similar offence"' (ibid , p 91). We can see how not just the content of the utterance 
but also the fact that ~t was directed to the mother of the defendant, and that it 
was made in open court, are relevant because the description is intended to illus- 
trate the stereotyping of offenders and their families as belonging to a criminal 
underclass. The implication IS, I think, that such utterances not only reflect but 
also publicly remforce court personnel's stereotypes. At the same time, though, it 
seems certain that there were many other features of that comment and its sur- 
roundmg context which could have been mentioned, but which were judged irrel- 
evant. For example, we are not told anythmg about the woman other than that 
she was a mother who had more than two sons, two being currently or recently 
defendants, one of whom was being sent to an attendance centre We are told 
nothing about the clerk beyond the fact that he or she was a clerk. We are glven 
the words spoken, but not told anything about tone of voice, facial expression, 
etc. on the part of the clerk, or of the woman's (or others') reactions to what was 
said Nor do we know anything about what had happened before or after this 
comment was made (other than that the court was in process). The information 
that could have been included in this description is virtually endless, and the same 
is true with all descriptions Writers must select and include only what they take to 
be relevant, and leave out the rest As readers, though, we must bear in mind that 
this process of selection has occurred, since in assessing validity we may need to 
consider the reasonableness of the judgements about what was and was not 
treated as relevant, as far as we can 

There is another aspect of the selective character of descriptions that needs atten- 
tlon We should note how a description like the one discussed above can itself be 
categorized in a variety of ways. The authors present the comment by the clerk as 
an instance of stereotyping on the part of court personnel, portraying the families 
of defendants as 'socially disordered'. However, we could treat it as many other 
things: as an example of talk in a relatively public setting, as an Instance of male- 
female or of female-female talk (depending on the sex of the clerk), as (perhaps) 
an interchange between an older and a younger person, as an utterance indicating 
what was probably spurious uncertainty (it seems unlikely that the clerk was actu- 
ally uncertain about the verdict on the other son), etc Here again, there is a wide 
range of possibil~ties, and the more detail there is in the or~ginal descript~on, 
usually, the more alternatwe higher level descriptions are possible. When it comes 
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to assessing the validity of descriptions, we must bear in mind the possible rel- 
evance both of what has been left out of descriptions and of alternative interpret- 
ations of the evidence presented 

Another aspect of descriptions that must be given attention is the distinction 
between those dealing with singular events and generalizations The claim that 
Countyside Court officials display conservative attitudes towards young people's 
leisure is a generalization about what many of them did on many occasions (it is a 
generalization across magistrates and over time) By contrast, the description of a 
magistrate 'interrogating a boy about what he does when not in school' (ibid., 
p 90) is a singular description. As we shall see, generalizations usually require 
additional evidence over and above what is needed to support singular descrip- 
tions For this reason, I will deal with the assessment of these two sorts of descrip- 
tion separately 

Singular descriptions 

Let us begin with the simpler case, with descriptions of single and relatively small- 
scale phenomena. As I suggested earlier, these claims must be assessed in terms of 
their plausibility and credibility; and, where they are judged to be insufficiently 
plausible or credible at face value, we must apply the same standards of assess- 
ment to any evidence that is offered in support of them. Let us look at what 
assessing the plausibility and credibility of evidence involves. There are two 
elements to this we must assess the validity of the evidential claims themselves 
and then we need to assess the validity of the inference from evidence to claim. 

Plausibzlzty and credibility of the euzdence 
To start with, we must judge the plausibility of the evidence in terms of our exist- 
ing knowledge If it is very plausible, then we may simply accept it at face value. 
If not, we must assess its credibility. 

In judging credibility, we must take account of the process by which the evidential 
claims have been produced There are two main sorts of descriptive evidence to 
be found in research reports observational accounts from the researcher (and/or 
members of a research team), on the one hand, and accounts from others, such as 
interviewees or the writers of documents on the other 

l 1 Researchers' own observations These may take the form of tallies of the 
responses of experimental subjects or of the answers of interviewees to survey 

! 
questions, or they may consist of extracts from fieldnotes, documents, or transcrip- 
tions of audio- or video-recordings, etc. 

There are three general sources of error in observational reports that we need 
l 

to consider: 

First, we must think about the potential effect of the research process and of 
the characteristics of the researcher on the behaviour observed; this is the 
problem of reactivity 

In the case of Parker et al.'s research on juvenile courts, I think we are reason- 
1 ably safe in concluding that the researchers will have had little impact on 
I court process; though we cannot be sure. The public nature of the events, the 

other constraints likely to be operating on the people involved, and the likeli- 
hood that the researchers were viewed as relatively low status, all point in this 
direction However, reactivity is a problem that arises quite commonly in 
observational research. An interesting example is provided by Pinch and 
Clark's study of market traders (Pinch and Clark, 1986). This research involved 
video-recording the sales 'spiel' of the traders, and the latter sometimes used 
references in thelr sales talk to the researchers' camera as representing a local 
TV company. The researchers also acted as 'ricks', that is as stooge pur- 
chasers, for the traders As Cherrington et al. (1987) point out in a commen- 
tary on this article, it is possible that the research process may have 
exaggerated certain features of the behaviour of the traders in a way that 
threatens the validity of the findings. Of course, this problem of the research 
process itself affecting what is observed (what I shall call the problem of pro- 
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cedural reactivity) does not arise where the research is covert (so long as the 
researcher's cover is not blown!). But it is always a potential problem when 
the people studied know they are being researched. I 

Equally important are the possible effects of the personal and social character- 
istics of the researcher on the behaviour observed (personal reactivity); and 
these arise in both overt and covert research. Thus the age, gender, social 
class, professional identity, etc of the researcher(s) (or participants' percep- 
tions of these) may affect what people do and say when being observed The 
importance of the gender of the researcher has been emphasized by feminists, 
and it seems likely that in some circumstances at least this would be a very 
important consideration Age can also be important. Honigmann (1970, p.62) 
notes how his age alienated him 'from the younger men and women, 
especially those deviant from the larger society's norms', in his anthropologi- 
cal study of an Inuit community on Baffin Island. Personal reactivity is an 
essential consideration in assessing observational reports, then; to the extent 
that the researcher interacts with (or 1s v~sible to) the people being studied. 

Clearly, both procedural and personal reactivity can be a significant source of 
error in observations However it is important to remember what is at Issue 
here. It is not whether the research process or the characteristics of the 
researcher have affected the behaviour that was observed, but rather whether 
they have affected it in respects that are relevant to the claims made (and to a 
significant degree) Often, reactive effects may be judged likely to have 
occurred, but unl~kely to have had a significant effect on the validity of the 
findings 

A second source of error may arise from the nature of the feature being 
observed Some features of a situation (such as which patients in a hospital 
are allocated to wh~ch wards) are less likely to be misperceived than others 
(such as the similarities or differences in treatment of different sorts of patient, 
e g women and men or those from different ethnic groups). This is not a 
matter of some features being directly observed in a way that guarantees the 
validity of observational reports, while other features are merely inferred. All 
observations involve inference, but we can reasonably judge some inferences 
to be much more likely to be erroneous than others, because they involve 
more complex judgements and rely on more questionable assumptions. Iden- 
tifying differences in treatment, for example, involves making decisions about 
what are similar and different situations and treatments, decisions which may 
be subject to disagreement even amongst doctors. 

Third, and equally important, we must consider the features of the researcher 
and of the clrcumstances in which the research was carried out, in so far as 
these might have affected the validity of observational reports We need to 
think about the sorts of constraints under which observation occurred and the 
resulting danger of misperceiving what took place (especially when also try- 
mg to record it) In the case of structured observat~on, where the researcher 
records behaviour live in terms of predefined categories, we must be aware of 
the problems that can sometimes arise in deciding which category an instance 
should be placed m, and the fact that such uncertainties have to be resolved 
on the spot, under time pressure As regards fieldnotes, where the researcher 
tries to record what happened in an open-ended way using natural language 
descriptions, we must remember that such notes are always selective and that 
where they have not been written on the spot, as is common, we must con- 
sider the possible distortions of memory. By contrast, transcripts of audio- or 
video-recordings have the advantage that they will usually be more accurate 
and fuller in reporting what was said or done than fieldnotes However, they 
do not record everything and even transcripts are constructions: involving 
assumptions of various kinds, for example about who was speaking to whom 
(Ochs, 1979). Furthermore, what are presented in research reports are sum- 
manes of tallies of responses or extracts from fieldnotes or transcripts, and so 
we must bear in mind the process of data-handling at this level too, and the 
poss~ble errors of calculat~on and selection. 
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Besides features of the research process, we must also tak: account of what 
we know about the researcher, and the resulting potential for biases of vari- 
ous kinds. For instance, if we are looking at a study of political influence on 
the presentation of news in the mass media and we know that the researcher 
was commissioned by a news organization, or (conversely) that the researcher 
is a well-known critic of the media or is employed by a political think-tank 
that is antagonistic to the media, we ought to be on the look-out for the sorts 
of bias that are most likely (Here the research biographies that are available 
for some studies may be an important source of information They come in 
the form of methodological appendices or in separate collections of articles on 
research See, for example, Hammond, 1964, Walford, 1991 and the research 
biographies listed in Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983.) This is not a matter of 
dismissing what is claimed on the grounds that the researcher is probably 
biased, but rather of taking the possibility of bias into account in our assess- 
ment. 

2 Informants' accounts These may take the form of interview responses, docu- 
ments of varlous kinds, and even accounts given by one participant to another 
that were overheard by the researcher They may be dealt with by the researcher 
in raw form, extracts being quoted m the research report, or they may be 
processed in various ways, for example by means of descriptive statistics 

All three sources of error that I identified as operating on observers' reports 
must also be considered in relation to informants' accounts Thus, in assessing 
them we must consider the possible effects of the informant's presence and role 
on what was observed (Unless the informant is very closely associated with the 
research the greatest danger here will be personal rather than procedural reac- 
tivity) Second, we must consider the nature of the phenomenon being described 
and the implications of this for the likelihood of error. The third source of error, 
the reporting process itself, is more complex in the case of informants' accounts 
We must note whether the account is a first hand report on the part of the inform- 
ant, or a report of what others have told the informant about what they saw or 
heard. Evidence of the latter kind is especially problematic, since we will not 
know what distortions may have occurred in the passage of information to the 
informant It should also be borne in mind that informants are likely to rely on 
memory, rather than systematic data recording, so that there is more scope for the 
effects of memory distortion on the data 

In addition to assessing the threats to validity operating on the information 
available from the informant, we must also consider those that relate to the trans- 
mission of information from informant to researcher. For example, we must assess 
the effects of the context in whlch the informant's account was produced for what 
audience (interviewer and/or others), in response to what stimulus, with what 
purposes in mind, under what constraints, etc. The informant will necessarily be 
selective in what he or she reports, and this may involve bias. Also, what threats 
to validity may have been operative on the researcher's recording and interpret- 
ation of the informant's account? Where such accounts are recorded in structured 
or unstructured form or by audio-recording all the considerations I outlined earller 
in relatlon to these forms of recording apply here too And, once again, it must be 
remembered that what are made avadable in research reports are summaries of 
and/or selections from informants' accounts, and so we must bear in mind the 
possible consequences of this processing for our interpretation of the extracts and 
findings presented in those reports. Often we will not have access to much infor- 
mation about these various aspects of the process of data production, but aware- 
ness of them should make us cautious in interpreting the data provided We 
cannot take the data to stand automatically as an accurate representation of reality. 

References to publzshed sources. Claims may also sometimes be supported by refer- 
ences to published sources of various kinds other research reports, officlal docu- 
ments, newspaper articles, personal diaries or autobiographies, even fictional 
accounts Thus, for example, in his discussion of Edinburgh medical students' 
judgements of clinical units, Atkinson appeals for support to Becker and Geer's 
study of local medical student culture m a North American hospital (Atkinson, 
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1981, p 23; Becker et al., 1961) And earlier, in his discussion of the division 
between preclinical and clinical phases of medical education and the malaise it 
can cause among students, he cites the report of the Royal Commission on Medi- 
cal Education (Atkinson, 1981, p.17) Elsewhere, he draws on a novel by Richard 
Gordon to illustrate the nature of bedside teaching (Atkinson, 1975) References to 
published sources can be used both as a basis for inferences about the features of 
their author(s) and/or as accounts telling us about the phenomena to which they 
refer That is, they may be used in ways analogous both to observers' reports and 
to informants' accounts 

Where they are used as informants' accounts, how much reliance we place on 
such published evidence involves difficult judgements. After all, it may involve all 
the sorts of potential threats to validity that apply to any research report. And we 
should remember that authors' references to sources may be misleading Our 
judgement should depend greatly on the nature of the source itself (as far as we 
can assess this) and the purpose for which it is being used It may sometimes be 
necessary for readers to examine the source for themselves. 

ACTIVITY 5 

Here IS an extract from an art~cle reportmg a study of the fortunes o f  As~an pup~ls In a 
Bnt~sh school. In ~t the author makes reference to  other stud~es In order to  remforce the 
Importance o f  study~ng the role of  ~ntra-school processes In generatmg ethnlc ~nequal~t~es. 

The study complements and extends Cede Wnght's ethnograph~c research 
~n to  the expenences and progress of Afro-Canbbean pup~ls In two M~dlands 
comprehensive schools, f i rs t  reported In Education for Some (1986) Her 
study had been w~dely publ~clsed and has recently attracted v~rulent cntmm. 
For ~nstance, In h~s trenchant cnt~que o f  Wnght's research (amongst others), 
Peter Foster ma~nta~ns that whist 'processes wh~ch occur wthm classrooms 
and schools may be s~gn~ficant facton In the reproduct~on o f  rac~al ~nequal~ty 
In educat~on' (Foster, 1990, p 346, ong~nal emphas~s), Wnght falls to  prov~de 
unequwocal empmcal support for such cla~ms. One of the purposes of the 
present art~cle IS to ensure that cons~derat~on of in-school processes IS 

mtegrated Into subsequent educat~onal research on th~s Issue. Summarlz~ng 
h~s cr~t~que of research on the d~fferent~al expenences of ethnlc m~nonty 
pup~ls In secondary schools, Foster asserts that In accountmg for rac~al 
mequahty In educat~on. 'We w~l l  have t o  look beyond w~th~n-school processes 
to  the economic, soc~al and cultural d~sadvantages faced by many ethn~c mm- 
onty students, and t o  d~fferences between the schools attended by them and 
ther  whte peen, ~f we are to  dlscover the most sgn~ficant factors.' (Foster, 
1990, p.347) 

HIS determ~nat~on t o  foreclose cnt~cal scrut~ny of the 'black box' o f  education 
sts uneasdy w ~ t h  the lmperat~ves of soc~al science as spelt out by Maur~ce 
Kogan. For Kogan ~t IS 'the task of socral sc~ent~sts t o  take thlngs apart' and t o  
show 'the consequences of bu~ldlng altematwe systems or mamtaining exlst~ng 
ones' (Kogan, 1979, p 5). Neglect~ng those profound factors w ~ t h ~ n  school 
wh~ch I've shown [elsewhere In the art~cle] t o  have confinmg and defrnlng 
consequences for the educat~onal outcomes o f  ethn~c mmonty puplls hardly 
seems a constructwe response to  Kogan's rallylng call. 

uroyna, 199 1, pp.363-5, 374-5) 

Summanze what you take Foster's vlew t o  be on the bas~s of Troyna's d~scuss~on When 
you have done that, read the following extract from the art~cle by Foster t o  whlch Troyna 
refers 

Wh~lst  I concede that processes wh~ch occur w ~ t h ~ n  classrooms and schools 
may be s~gn~ficant factors In the reproductlon of rac~al mequal~ty In educat~on 
these stud~es have faded t o  demonstrate that they are Indeed, generally there 
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1s very lrttle evldence of teacher racism and that such racism causes racial 
lnequalrty In educat~on. I thlnk In all probabhty we will have to look beyond 
with~n-school processes to the economic, soclal and cultural disadvantages 
faced by many ethnlc mlnorlty students, and to differences between the 
schools attended by them and thelr whlte peers, ~f we are to dlscover the 
most significant factors. Unfortunately there has been a tendency to neglect 
these Issues In recent discussions In favour of a preference for scapegoatlng 
teachers. 

(Foster, 1990, pp 346-7) 

Summanze Foster's views on the bass of this extract from h~s article and then compare 
your two accounts Flnlsh domg this before you read on My comments on thls actlvlty 
are at the end of the unit 

Respondent validation. Another sort of evidence that may be provided in support 
of descriptions (and sometimes also explanations) is what is sometimes referred to 
as respondent validation. Here the research account is presented to the people (or 
more usually to some of the people) to whom it refers, and their judgements 
about its validity reported Sometimes this seems to be taken as the litmus test of 
validity (see, for example, Lincoln and Guba, 1985). However, while such evi- 
dence is of value, it cannot be treated as providing a definitive test of validity 
unless we assume that participants both know (or can recognize) for certain the 
relevant facts about their situation and behaviour and are able and willing to 
admit such facts There seem to me to be no good reasons for adopting either of 
these assumptions in a blanket fashion. Whether they are reasonable will depend 
on the nature of the claim and of the people concerned and their circumstances 
The same attitude should be taken to such data as to all informant accounts, it 
seems to me. And in no circumstances can participant responses be taken as 
absolutely certain evidence for either the truth or the falsity of claims. (For useful 
discussions of the problems of respondent validation, see Bloor, 1978 and Ball, 
1984 

Triangulation An additional form of check on the validity of descriptive claims 
that researchers sometimes employ is triangulation (Webb et al., 1966; Denzin, 
1978) This can take a variety of forms, but the principle involved is simple. The 
term derives from a loose analogy with navigation and surveying. For those want- 
ing to locate their position on a map, a single landmark can only provide the 
information that they are situated somewhere along a line in a particular direction 
from that landmark. With two landmarks, however, their exact position can be 
pin-pointed by taking bearings on both, they are at the point where the two lines 
cross. In social research, if one relies on a single piece of data there is the danger 
that undetected error in the data-production process may render the analysis 
incorrect. If, on the other hand, diverse kinds of data lead to the same conclusion 
one can be a little more confident in one's conclusion This confidence is well- 
founded to the degree that the various sorts of data have diffeerennt kinds of error 
involved in them. So, assuming that all kinds of data involve potential threats to 
validity, and that these may differ in likelihood across data types and sources, then 
by comparing data carrying different validity threats we may be able to make a 
more effective assessment of the likely truth of claims 

Explicit examples of triangulation in social research are rare However, one exam- 
ple is provided by Lever (1981), arising from her research on sex differences in 
children's play, where she compares questionnaire and diary data What is hoped 
for in triangulation, of course, is that the different data sources will confirm one 
another But frequently this does not happen, and in fact Lever found that the 
questionnaire data showed stronger sex differences in play activities than did the 
diary reports Faced with such a discrepancy, the researcher and the reader must 
try to make some assessment of the reasons for it so that some conclusion can be 
reached about which finding is most likely to be true Lever argues that the dis- 
crepancy in her study arose from the fact that questionnaire data probably tend to 
elicit responses that are more influenced by a person's perceptions of social norms 
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than are diary entries; and so she concludes that the latter are the more accurate. 
As readers, we must consider the plausibility of this argument, both in itself and in 
comparison with others that point in a different direction. For example, might it be 
the case that the diary entries covered a shorter period of time and were not 
representative of the usual patterns, whereas the questionnaire data drew on the 
children's own greater experience of what they typically do? It should be noted 
that such issues arise even where the different data sources confirm one another. 
We must ask whether these sources might have shared some common source of 
error that would explain their similar results and indicate that they may both be 
wrong. 

In this section I have considered assessment of the validity of the evidence offered 
in support of descriptive claims. Equally important, though, is the relationship 
between that evidence and the claims it is intended to support 

7%e relationshp between evidence and claim 
The evidence may seem quite plausible and/or credible in itself, and yet the sup- 
port it offers for the claim may be questionable Take, for example, the following 
extract dealing with the adaptations of female factory workers to their work 

'Cutting off', or separating, the 'inner self' from what is objectively hap- 
pening on the 'outside' is one of the sorry 'skills' we are forced into, in 
an existence dominated by alienated relations of production. It is other- 
wise known as 'wishing one's llfe away' Some girls actually prided 
themselves in the art of switching off, pitying those who were bad at it, 
and thinking themselves lucky to be working at all: 

Racquel Yes, you get bored sitting up here, very bored. . You 
get used to it, though I think it's imagination a lot of the time. I 
get fed up sometimes, but I don't really get that fed up, because I 
haven't really got anything to be fed up about. 

Anna (the researcher): What do you think about? 

Racquel. Nothing, really I can sit up here a whole day without 
really speaking. 

(Pollert, 1981, p 131) 

ACTIVITY 6 

List the clalms Pollert makes In the above extract. 

How well does the ev~dence she prov~des support these clalms7 

The evidence Pollert offers takes the form of an informant's account of her life at 
work. It is not clear whether the extract is from fieldnotes or from an audio- 
recording, but either way there is no obvious reason to doubt that it is an accurate 
representation of what was said However, a serious question does arise about the 
relationship of this evidence to the multiple claims the author makes in the dis- 
cussion that precedes the quotation These claims are 

1 That the workers cut themselves off or switch off from their work 

2 That they refer to this as 'wishing one's Me away', and that it is a 'sorry "skill"' 
produced by alienated relations of production 

3 That some of the women prided themselves on their ability to switch off, and 
pitied those who were bad at it, judging themselves lucky to be working 

The quotation supports the first claim (assuming that this worker is typical of the 
rest) However, it provides no evidence for the other two claims What this indi- 
cates is that we must look carefully at the relationship between evidence and 
claims: evidence sometimes gives only partial support for the set of claims that the 
author is presenting, and occasionally none at all. 
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Sometimes, too, one finds that there are alternative plausible interpretations of the 
evidence that would not support the claim. Take the following example, also from 
Pollert's study. Here the evidence quoted below is intended to support the argu- 
ment that 'supervision was sexually oppressive' and that the women were forced 
into a 'defensive-aggressive strategy' on the men's terms 

On one occasion one of the girls was 'messing around' and was 
wheeled off to a lift on a trolley by a young man Everybody joined in 
the joke. 

Kathy. It weren't my fault (shrteking) 

Steven (chargehand) What are you up to? It's your sexy looks 
that always does it 

Brenda (looking on, and giving a husky laugh) Watch him back 
there1 Oh! I wouldn't trust him1 

There was no way the chargehand could have broken up the general 
'laugh' without antagonising the girls. So he diffused it with jocular flat- 
tery, never even approaching the young man who was responsible. 
The girl returned to work, put in her place; but instead of sheepishly 
acknowledging his authority, was able to continue giggling, as if to 
demonstrate she did not feel humiliated. 

(Pollert, 1981, p.143) 

ACTIVITY 7 e 
How convlnclng IS the ev~dence Pollert prov~des here for her clarm that the ~nc~dent 
described was an example of sexual oppress~on? 

It is possible that thls is indeed an example of sexual oppression, and that the 
participation of the women was 'a defensive-aggressive strategy' on the men's 
terms that they were 'forced into'. Clearly Pollert 1s drawing on considerable 
experience of llfe in the factory she describes However, personally I do not find 
this evidence convincing support for her claim. There are elements of it which 
suggest a different, equally plausible interpretation. There IS no clear indication 
that the men started this incident or that they transformed what had already begun 
into something else While the author suggests that 'the young man' was respon- 
sible, it is not clear on what basis thts judgement was made Furthermore, Pollert 
reports that 'everybody joined in the joke' and that it was a 'general laugh' which 
the chargehand could not have broken up 'without antagonising the girls' These 
features might be taken to suggest a process of joking around that both sexes 
found congenial, especially as a break from work Pollert clalms that the woman 
was 'put in her place' and humiliated by the chargehand, and that her response 
was designed to disguise this But this is an especially difficult sort of interpret- 
ation to establish. We cannot assume that all women would always be humiliated 
by such 'jocular flattery'. No doubt many would, under some circumstances. But 
what evidence is there to suggest that this is a case in point7 This is not the kind 
of description that one can read off from an observation with minimal danger of 
misinterpretation. At the very least, some account from the women involved in 
this incident would be required to establish it. 

An additional problem is that it ts not very clear what would count as sexual 
oppresston; neither the Intenston nor extension of this concept 1s well-defined. 
While core examples are fairly obvious, the boundaries are unclear, and thls 
example is outside that core, it seems to me Much to her credit, Pollert makes her 
own feminist views quite explicit at the beginning of her book (Pollert, 1981, p 2). 
Given these views, and presuming that they predated the research, we can suspect 
that she may have been predisposed to look for such oppression. This might lead 
her to detect examples that others, such as non-feminists and men, would miss. 
Equally, though, it might also lead her to misinterpret some incidents as sexually 
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ACTIVITY 8 

lmag~ne that Pollard had s~mply told us that In M n  Rothwell's class contacts tended to  be 
lnlt~ated by the teacher, whereas In Mr Harman's class ln~t~at~on of contacts between 
teacher and puplls IS more evenly balanced. What further mformat~on does Table I sup- 
ply and how does ~t help us t o  assess the vahd~ty of th~s cla~m? Are there any further sorts 
o f  lnformat~on you feel you would need t o  assess th~s claim and the ev~dence offered In 
support of  1 t 7  

It is certainly of value to have evidence of this kind It provides much more of a 
basis on which to judge the soundness of the generalization than where the writer 
simply asserts that such and such frequently happened or was generally true We 
can get a sense of the degree of the difference in patterns of interaction between 
the two classrooms. Also, we can see something of how this overall difference is 
represented in types of teacher-pupil contact 

However, such evidence must still be handled carefully, questions may need to be 
asked about it In the case of Pollard's data, I think we need to know: 

The period over which the observation of teacher-pupil contacts was carried 
out, whether it was continuous; and its size relative to the time-span over 
which generalization is being made. 

How rigorously teacher-child contacts were identified Variations in identfi- 
cation procedure over the course of observation are a potential source of 
error and we need to know how large this error might be This covers both 
the question of how clear and concrete the identification criteria were and 
how effectively, practically speaking, these criteria were applied. For example, 
was the coding done on the spot in the classroom or on the basis of a video- 
recording' This might make a difference to the level of error. On the one 
hand, video-recording might reduce the likelihood of error in recording the 
data; on the other, it may suggest a higher level of procedural reactivity. 

How rigorously were the childheacher initiative and work-related/other/advis- 
ory distinctions made? Again, we need to know how closely specified the 
categories were and how effective the counting of instances was, given practi- 
cal constraints. 

Numerical frequencies should not be taken as self-evident proof of generaliz- 
ability, then. While they provide us with more of a basis for assessing generaliza- 
tions across people and/or over time than mere statements about relative 
frequencies, threats to their valid~ty must still be addressed 

Up to now in talking about generalizations I have been concerned with generali- 
zation within a single case studied by a researcher However, often, of course, 
researchers study and seek to generalize across a large number of cases, as in 
surveys of people's attitudes towards some set of public issues or of voting inten- 
tions. Somet~mes researchers investigate all the cases to which they generalize 
their findmgs, as in the case of national censuses of population. However, this is 
unusual often only a sample of cases is studied from wh~ch conclusions are 
drawn about a larger population. Where this is so, as readers we need to assess 
how justified such generalization is To do this we must consider what the likely 
relationship is between the cases studied and the population as a whole do the 
former seem likely to be representative of the latter in relevant respects? 

There are different sorts of information we may require to make this judgement, 
and they may or may not be provided One is information about the larger popu- 
lation and about the cases investigated that would enable us to assess the typical- 
ity of the latter For instance, in the case of a study that documents patterns of 
interaction among various types of medical staff in a small number of hospitals 
whose findings are intended to be applicable to all hospitals in the UK, we would 
probably want to check that major dimens~ons of difference among UK hospitals 
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(e g. NHS/private, teaching/non-teaching, large/small, urban/rural, etc.) were 
adequately represented in the sample. Also, we would want to know the size of 
the sample of hospitals and how it had been selected, for example whether this 
had been done in a random fashion thereby increasing the chances of representa- 
tiveness. (The principles of such statistical sampling will be discussed in detail 
later in the course.) It 1s only on the basis of such information that we can make a 
reasonable judgement about the generalizability of the description to a larger 
population. 

In this section I have looked at the assessment of descriptions, both of small and 
of larger scale phenomena. This requires examining the plausibility and/or credi- 
bility of the claims and of any evidence provided in their support. In the case of 
evidence, we must look at the likely validity both of the evidential claims them- 
selves and of the inferences from evidence back to claims. Finally, I looked at the 
problem of generalizing within and across cases, the sorts of evidence that are 
used to support such generalizations, and the considerations that must be borne in 
mind in assessing them 

Explanations 
Where descriptions provide an account of features of some phenomenon, expla- 
nations are concerned with why one or more of those features occurred and seek 
to show that they are the product of particular factors within temporal and spatial 
striking distance (direct or indirect). Take Ray Rist's study of teacher-pupil interac- 
tion in the early years of schooling (RH, 1970) It is the central claim of his 
account that the differential school achievement of the children is in large part a 
product of their teachers' social class-based expectations of them So in this study, 
besides providing descriptions of the distribution of children to ability-based class- 
room groups and of the teachers' interaction with members of these groups, Rist 
also makes an explanatory claim. Indeed, the descriptive claims are subordinated 
to the task of explanation. 

Explanations may also operate in a subordinate role in research reports Thus, at 
one point in his study of medical students' experience of the clinical years of their 
course, Atkinson refers to the well-known phenomenon of '"medical students' dis- 
ease" - that is, the hypochondria to which medical students are prone' (Atkinson, 
1981, p.21). He notes that this has been explained by others in terms of the stress 
and anxiety produced by extreme academic pressure, but he puts forward a differ- 
ent explanation that it results from 'a heightened awareness of the clinical', 
indeed an 'absorption' in clinical matters: 

Students became more or less adept at handling a complex symbolic 
domain m which disease categories and diagnostic inference figure 
pre-eminently It should therefore come as little surprise that clinical 
understanding should come to occupy a dommant position in the 
students' repertoire of conceptual schemes. 

(Atkinson, 1981, pp 21-2) 

What he is suggesting is that students' very familiarity with clinical interpretations 
leads them to apply these to things that others would interpret differently This 
argument is not a major clalm of Atkinson's study, but rather offers further support 
for his descriptive argument that in the clinical years of their course the students 
become 'absorbed, seduced almost, by the clinical gaze' (ibid., p.22). 

It 1s in the nature of explanations that they rely on theoretical assumptions Thus, 
Atkinson's explanation for medical students' hypochondria relies on the theoretical 
idea that when people are learning a new mode of interpretation there will be a 
tendency for them to 'over-use' it If we did not find this assumption plausible, 
then we could not judge Atkinson's explanation persuasive (unless it were sup- 
ported by some other plausible theoretical assumption) As we shall see, assessing 
the theoretical assumptions built into explanations is an important step in judging 
their validity. So, in identifying explanations, we need to look out for the theoreti- 
cal assumptions that they presuppose 
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Explanations, like descriptions, are also based on relevances For any phenom- 
enon, we can identify a potentially infinite number of causes. There may be one 
or more immediate causes, and each of these can in turn be explained in terms of 
other causes, and so on, a d  infiniturn Which (or which combination) of these we 
select will depend on how the explanation fits into the overall argument and its 
relation to the research focus. For instance, we may explain the differential per- 
formance of the children that Rist studied in terms of differences in academic abil- 
ity or in their attitude to school And each of these (along with Rist's own 
preferred explanatory factor, the teachers' expectations) could be explained on the 
basis of more remote factors, for example differences in the children's home back- 
ground Furthermore, the latter could, in turn, be explained by appeal to family 
histories and/or to the nature of the local communities from which the children 
come And these, again, may be accounted for on the basis of various features of 
the character and history of US society, notably its racial and class structure. And 
so on The implication of this is that where explanations are presented we must 
look out for any indication of the relevances that have guided the selection of 
explanatory factors. 

Predictions 
By predictions I mean claims that if particular condit~ons are met, other events will 
occur. Here is an example, from Parker et al's study of juvenile courts: 

it seems quite clear that whilst slfting and prosecution decision-making 
remain in the hands of the police who are given no clear guidelines 
about how such a process should operate, that the 'push-in' tendency 
[that is, the tendency to prosecute most offences rather than using 'no 
further action' or an on-the-spot warning] is likely to dominate. This 
dominance is almost assured when local decision-making rests with 
front-line urban policemen. 

(Parker et a l ,  1981, pp.42-3) 

It is being predicted here that as long as it is the police who make the decision 
about whether to pursue charges the 'push-in' tendency will continue (and, by 
implication, that if others made the decision the push-in tendency would dimin- 
ish). 

Predictions are symmetrical with explanations Where in explaining something we 
start with what happened and look for significant causes, in predicting we start 
with some actual or possible state of affairs and pick out effects that are signifi- 
cant Once again, relevances underlie the process of analysis here. There is an 
infinite number of potential consequences that may follow from any given set of 
circumstances Which ones are picked out will depend in part on which seem 
most likely, but equally important will be the significance of these various conse- 
quences In the case of Parker et al's prediction, for example, it seems probable 
that (besides the consequence they identify) the fact that it is the police rather 
than lawyers who decide whether offenders will or will not be prosecuted means 
that there will be more work for the police and less for lawyers, and perhaps also 
that decisions will be reached more rapidly than they might otherwise be, etc The 
authors pick out the 'push-in' effect because it is of great significance given their 
focus on the fairness of the administration of justice. As with explanations, then, 
when we identify predictwe claims we must look out for the theoretical claims 
implicit in them, and for the relevances that have structured them 

Assessing explanations and predictions 
As I noted earlier, all types of claim (except definitions) include a descriptive com- 
ponent Given this, a first step in assessing the validity of explanatory and predic- 
tive claims is to identlfy and assess their component descriptions, explicit or 
imphcit. This is done in precisely the same way as one assesses any other descrip- 
tion Over and above this, though, we must look at how well the evidence sup- 
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ports the specfically explanatory or predictive element of the claim. There are two 
steps in this process First, all explanations and predictions involve theoretical 
assumptions and it is necessary to assess the validity of these. We may decide that 
these are sufficiently plausible to be accepted at face value, but sometimes we 
may come to the conclusion that the theory needs testing. Second, it must be 
shown that the explanation or prediction fits the case at least as well as any com- 
peting alternative. 

The assessment of explanations and predictions, then, involves all the consider- 
ations that I outlined in discussing descriptions, plus distinctive issues concerning 
the specifically explanatory or predictive element The latter, like the former, 
requires us to make judgements about what is plausible and credible, judgements 
that can be reasonable or unreasonable but whose validity or invalidity we can 
never know with absolute certainty 

VALUE CLAIMS 

By value claims I mean claims which not only describe, explain and/or make 
predictions about a feature but also express some view about it in terms of one or 
more values. 

Evaluations 
Evaluations involve a description of and perhaps also explanation for a set of 
phenomena plus some indication that the thing described or explained is good or 
bad As we saw in Unit 1/2, much social research openly shuns evaluative intent, 
being concerned with describing what is rather than what ought to be. But we also 
noted that an increasing amount of social research is concerned with evaluation. 

Evaluations necessarily imply some set of values, and we need to be on the look- 
out for information about what these are However, as a result of the fact that 
evaluations are often regarded as inappropriate in research accounts, the value 
assumptions on which they are based are not always explicit. For instance, 
Stephen Ball describes his well-known study of a large comprehensive school, 
Beachside Comprehensive, as intended 'to describe and understand the social sys- 
tem of the school in terms of the actors' interpretations of the situation' placing 
this 'within a wider social context' (Ball, 1981, pxvii). Yet a theme which runs 
throughout Ball's book is the question of the extent to which the operation of the 
school provides equality of opportunity (interpreted as equality of outcome) for 
pupils in different bands and from different social classes (Hamrnersley, 1990a). 
Such an evaluative theme is by no means unusual in qualitative work in the field 
of education, and implicit evaluation is not uncommon in other fields too. 

Parker et al.'s book on juvenile courts is an example of a study where the overall 
argument is explicitly value-based (Parker et al., 1981). In the first chapter they 
present their research as an evaluation of two local juvenile courts in the Mersey- 
side area. The evaluation is in terms of justice, an important element of this being 
the consistency of each court in its treatment of similar cases, and consistency 
between different courts. For instance, they examine the treatment of car offences 
in Countyside Court and conclude 'The punitive nature of the disposals vis-&vis 
car offences is in itself important, but just as significant is the way in which this 
policy illustrates the inconsistency, and thus lack of rational sentencing policy, 
which is both created by, and reinforces, the administration of justice via class 
antagonism ' (Ibid., p 92 ) 

'Punitive' seems likely to be an evaluative as well as a descriptive term in this 
context, as also are 'inconsistency' and 'rational' Parker et al. provide us with 
some information about the values underlying their evaluation in a concluding 
chapter, where they distinguish between natural and social justice, the latter 
involving consideration of the social conditions in which people live in deciding 
what is a just punishment 
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Prescriptions 
Occasionally, on the basis of their research, researchers outline some recommen- 
dations about what changes ought to be made in the phenomena that they have 
studied In the conclusion to an account of the coping strategies that teachers use 
to deal with the constraints imposed upon them by the English educational sys- 
tem, Andy Hargreaves offers the following: 

The crucial axis which might provide the possibility for radical alter- 
ation and humanisation of our educational and social structures would 
seem to be that which connects teacher 'experience' to structural con- 
straints. Change of such a magnitude demands the active involvement 
of teachers in particular, and men and women in general, in the collec- 
tive criticism of existing practices, structural arrangements and insti- 
tutional goals Furthermore, the possibility of change is contingent 
upon the provision of institutional conditions under which such collec- 
tive criticism could take place and be reflexively integrated with ongo- 
ing practice. Paradoxically, this requires the fulfilment of 'gradualist' 
pollcies such as small class-sizes and the creation of more free-time, so 
that a meaningful integration between theory and practice might arise 
and thus produce a reconstruction of teacher 'experience' on radical 
lines, infusing it with the power of transformation 

(Hargreaves, 1984, pp.81-3) 

What is being suggested here is not very clearly specified, and it is worth noting 
that Hargreaves does not explicitly recommend the possible 'radical alteration and 
humanisation' he mentions, but it seems obvious that he is none the less to be 
read as prescribing it. 

The critical reader needs to be on the look-out for evaluations and prescriptions 
that seem to take the form of descriptions, explanations or predictions And, as 
with evaluations, in trying to understand prescriptions we must look out for expli- 
cations of the values underlying them, or try to identlfy them for ourselves 

Assessing evaluations and prescriptions 
In assessing evidence for value claims, once again we begin with their descriptive 
components Is the phenomenon evaluated, or the situation to be rectified by the 
prescribed policy, accurately represented? In addition to this, in the case of pre- 
scriptions a predictive assumption is also involved that if such and such a course 
of action were to be taken a particular type of consequence would result The 
validity of such assumptions must also be assessed. 

The distinctively evaluative or prescriptive element of claims concerns whether the 
phenomenon described, or the situation the policy prescribes, is good or bad We 
must decide whether evidence is required to support this component, and if so of 
what kind. The idea of assessing the validity of value claims is a controversial one, 
but I think there is a basis on which it can be done legitimately by appeal to what 
we take to be legitimate values and sound factual assumptions, and where dis- 
agreement arises by recourse to common ground, to values and facts that are 
accepted by those who disagree with our judgement, in an attempt to resolve the 
disagreement In making this assessment, we must consider both what values have 
and have not been, should and should not have been, taken into account in the 
value judgement; how those values have been interpreted in their application to 
the particular phenomena concerned; and whether those interpretations are 
reasonable. 

As an illustration of how one might set about assessing evaluations in research, let 
me return again to the study of juvenile courts by Parker et a1 As I noted earlier, 
in its overall conception, this was an explicitly evaluative study. The authors were 
concerned to test the quality of the justice dispensed by City and Countyside 
Courts To begin with, we must ask what values underlie their evaluation. Fairly 
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obviously, the key value is justice, but there are several aspects of this value men- 
tioned by the authors. First, this value is taken to imply that, in formal terms, there 
should be consistency of treatment within the same court over time and between 
courts, so that the same sorts of cases are treated in the same way. Second, the 
authors distinguish between two bases on which judgements about the equival- 
ence of cases can be made, and they advocate one of these over the other. On the 
one hand, natural justice involves taking account of such things as the seriousness 

of the offence and the previous record of the defendant, abstracting the offender 
and offence from the rest of their social context. What the authors call 'social 
justice', on the other hand, takes account of some of the social (including 
material) circumstances of the offender; so that, for example, family poverty might 
be a basis for mitigating punishment where it was judged the contributory factor 
to the offence. 

The first of these standards of assessment (consistency of treatment) seems accept- 
able as it stands and therefore not in need of justification. The second, advocacy 
of social justice, is more controversial While it is certainly not an unreasonable 
concept, it is not the one that is institutionalized in the courts at present, and it is 
likely to be subject to much disagreement. Given this, we need some supporting 
argument as to why it is preferable to natural justice And part of that discussion 
should probably deal with the problems that might arise if that concept of justice 
were adopted by the courts, and how those problems could be dealt with. For 
example, how would magistrates assess poverty and what degree of mitigation 
should be involved Parker et a1 provide some justificatory argument m support of 
the concept of social justice, though in my view they do not deal with all the 
questions that require treatment (Parker et al., 1981, pp.246-7) 

3.4 THEORIES 

'Theory' is a term that is used in a wide variety of ways by social researchers, 
often without definition. As we saw in Unit 1/2 it is often, but by no means 
always, treated as consisting of scientific laws, and that is the way I will interpret it 
here. 

On this interpretation, theories differ from the other sorts of claims I have dis- 
cussed in that, rather than dealing with particular phenomena located in particular 
places and times, they refer to categories or types of phenomena. And these 
categories are open-ended: they include all phenomena past, present, future and 
possible that meet the criteria which specify the category. A theory states a 
relationship between phenomena that belong to two or more categories, a 
relationship that holds if certain conditions are met. The relationship is usually a 
causal one, though it may be probabilistic - occurring in most (or a certain pro- 
portion) of cases relevant to the theory 

There is some disagreement about how theories should be assessed. The conven- 
tional view, though, is that they should be tested by investigating particular cases 
where the theory predicts that a relationship should be found, and comparing 
these with cases where it implies the relationship will not be found Testing theory 
is a process, and it is inseparable from theory development. Thus, where the pre- 
dictions of a theory are not borne out by empirical evidence the theory may be 
reformulated and tested again until it seems to be confirmed (or until it seems best 
to abandon it) 

Social psychology is the area of social research where most effort has been 
directed towards the development and systematic testing of theories. Much of this 
theory-testing work has been carried out by means of experiments, where situ- 
ations are created by the researcher that represent variations in the variables speci- 
fied by the theory and that, as far as possible, hold other relevant variables 
constant. 

An example of a very well-known theory in social psychology that has been sub- 
jected to substantlal experimental testing is cognitive dissonance theory. This 
claims that when there is an inconsistency between a person's beliefs and 
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